Citing data and statistics files in computer-readable form: a quick overview
What is it? Objective: to uniquely identify the work.
Who is the author? Give the full name of the principal
E.g.
Principal
investigator(s), i.e. authors or corporate body
Canada. Statistics Canada
investigator
responsible for the intellectual content of the file(s).
Optionally, add ‘[principal investigator]’ after the name André Blais, et. al
to uniquely identify the role.
What is it called? Give the full title, including
E.g.
Title
subtitle(s), descriptive phrases, dates, geographic
Canadian election study, 2000
information, etc. If the title is an acronym or initialism,
give it followed by the expanded title
CANSIM II (Canadian socio-economic
information
management system)
Part

If the work is part of a larger work, give the title of the
specific part to which you are referring.

E.g.
Census of Canada, 2001: age groups,
number of grandparents and sex for
grandchildren living with grandparents with
no parent present.
E.g.
[computer file]

What is it? Provide an indicator of the type of resource
(medium designator). Follow the title by a descriptive
label to indicate the function of the computer-readable
resource. Use either '[computer file]', '[computer
program]' or '[computer file and program]' as
appropriate.
Which version is it? If relevant, give the edition,
E.g.
Edition or version
version, level, release, or issue of the work that
Version 8.1
indicates that it is different from other editions,
2nd rev. ed.
versions, etc. of the same item.
Beyond 20/20 ed.
Who is responsible for the creation of the physical
E.g.
Producer
file(s), e.g. data collection? Give the place in which the
Ottawa, Ont.: Statistics Canada. Special
producer is located (city followed by province or state
Surveys Division [producer]
where appropriate), followed by the name of the
producer. Optionally, include a statement of function
(ie. '[producer]') following the name to clarify the role
played.
What did you get? Where did you get it?
Objective: to provide sufficient information to enable the reader to obtain a copy of the work.
If the file(s) was distributed by someone other than the
E.g.
Distributor
producer or the author, give the place (city, followed by Ottawa, Ont.: Statistics Canada. Data
province or state if appropriate) and the name of the
Liberation Initiative [distributor]
distributor. Optionally, include a statement of function
(ie. '[distributor]') following the name, to clarify the
role played. If the producer and distributor are one and
the same, follow the name by a joint statement of
function (i.e. '[producer and distributor]').
When was the work produced or 'published'? Give the
Date produced/
date the file was produced, or the year copies of the
published
version or edition you have were distributed or made
generally available, or another relevant date, such as:
a copyright date in/on the metadata,
in the case of a database that is continually
updated, the date it was accessed.
Medium designator

Series

Access location

File characteristics

If the computer file is part of a series, give in
parentheses the title of the series and, if present, any
relevant part numbers by which the file is permanently
identified.
If the file(s) is available via the Internet, give the access
method, the network address of the host site, and the
path and file name(s) to access the resource(s), such as
the Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
File size. You may give an indication of the size of the
computer file(s), by giving the number of physical files
and, in parentheses, the number of logical records or the
size in kilobytes, megabytes, etc.; use the measure
which provides most information, such a logical records
for a quantitative data file, megabytes for systemdependent databases, etc. If documentation
accompanies the file(s), add the phrase 'and
accompanying documentation' followed by an
indication of the size of the documentation in brackets
(measured in pages, physical records, or bytes).

E.g.
(Topic-based tabulations, Special interest
tables; 97F0005XCB01041)
E.g.
http://prod.library.utoronto.ca/datalib/datar/cc01/cot/0
05/97F0005XCB01041.IVT
E.g.
1 data file (14,826 logical records) and
accompanying documentation (189 pp.)
3 data files (7.2, 5.6, and 7.6 megabytes) and
accompanying documentation (9 computer
files, size varies)
1 cd-rom and accompanying documentation

Examples:
Canadian election study, 2000 [computer file]/ Blais, André, Elisabeth Gidengil, Richard Nadeau, and Neil Nevitte
[principal investigators]. Final version. Montréal, Que.: Université de Montré. Faculté des artes et des sciences.
Département de science politique [producer and distributor], May 2002.
1 data file (3,651 logical records) and accompanying documentation
http://r1.chass.utoronto.ca/sdaweb/html/ces.htm
CANSIM II: vacancy rates, apartment structure of six units and over, privately initiated in census metropolitan areas
[computer file]/ Canada. Statistics Canada [principal investigator]. (Table 027-0011) Ottawa, Ont.: Statistics Canada
[producer]; Statistics Canada Depository Services Program [distributor]. July 2004 ed.
<http://estat.statcan.ca/>
CANSIM II: vacancy rates, apartment structure of six units and over, privately initiated in census metropolitan areas:
rate; Abbotsford, British Columbia [computer file]/ Canada. Statistics Canada [principal investigator]. (series
V4419483) Ottawa, Ont.: Statistics Canada [producer]; University of Toronto. CHASS [distributor]. Sept.. 21 2004 ed.
<http://dc1.chass.utoronto.ca/cansim2/index.jsp>
Labour force historical review 2002: labour force estimates by detailed industry, sex, Canada, province, monthly,
unadjusted [computer file and program]./ Statistics Canada [principal investigator]. Revised ed. Feb. 2003. Ottawa,
Ont.: Statistics Canada [producer]; Communications Canada. Depository Services Program [distributor], Feb. 20, 2003
1 cd-rom and accompanying documentation
For further information re order and punctuation, refer to your favourite style guide(s), e.g. at:
http://dir.yahoo.com/Social_Science/Linguistics_and_Human_Languages/Languages/Specific_Languages/English/Gra
mmar__Usage__and_Style/Style_Guides/
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